Woven With Happy Part 3-Final
Please start with part 1 to create the mesh base.

Materials and Details for the edging
● Use the same yarn and hook as you used for the mesh base.
● Notions: Yarn needle for weaving
Tips
● Numbers at the beginning of each line may refer to steps and not indicate number of rows.
● If you have any questions about this pattern please contact heidi@snappy-tots.com.
Included in this pattern: Edging for all of the pieces and finishing the pillow.
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Edging

This step is worked around the entire outer edge of the piece. Choose one of the following options:
Option A: Edging for weaving done with a crocheted chain
With the same size hook and yarn, attach the yarn to the first st of the last row (right corner). Ch 1, sc in the same
st and in each st across until 1 st remains, (sc, ch 1, sc) in the last st.
Working across the edge of the piece, sc in the first hole before the first woven chain and sc after the same chain.
You will be working 2 sc in each hole (one on either side of the woven chain) to the end of the row. (2 sts per row
hole/mesh row of piece).
(sc, ch 1, sc) in the first st of the beginning row of the piece. Sc in each st across until 1 st remains, (sc, ch 1, sc) in
the last st.
Working across the second edge of the piece, sc in the first hole before the woven chain and sc in the first hole
after the same chain. Repeat this for each hole to the end of the edge. Ch 1, sl st in first st of the round to join.
Finish off and weave in ends or continue for one more round. If you would like to add tassels like the other
option, you could skip to step #2 of Option B.

Ch 1, sc in each st around, working (sc, ch 1, sc) in each corner. Sl st in first st of round to join. Finish off and
weave in ends.
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Option B: Edging for weaving done with yarn strands
1. After all of the weaving is complete, tie a knot at the edge for each of the yarn tail sections. Make sure you do
not pull the yarn tails too much or it will cinch in the edges of your piece.
2. We want to make sure there is a tassel at the end of each weaving row. Notice in the first picture below there
are some stripes of color that do not have yarn tails at the end. We will need to add the same amount of yarn
strands at the empty ends. For example, I used 3 strands for weaving and I want to have at least 3” tails so I will
cut 3 strands that each measure 6.25” long.
Pull one set of yarn tail ends through the end of a weaving row. See photo below. I also made sure there was a
tassel at each corner.
Tie a knot at the edge.

3. After a tassel or yarn tails have been tied at the end of each weaving row, we will work one round of sc around
the outer edge IN A SPECIAL WAY. Please follow the instructions below carefully.
With the same size hook and yarn used the for the mesh base, attach the yarn to the first st of the last row (right
corner). Ch 1, sc in the same st and in each st across until 1 st remains. Each time you come to a tassel, split the
tassel in half, pulling half of the strands forward and pushing half of the strands back. Just keep them out of the
way for now. (sc, ch 1, sc) in the last st (corner).
Working across the edge of the piece, sc in the first hole before the first weaving strands. Make sure the tassel is
split so half is in front and half is in back. Sc in the space after the weaving strands. Note: You will be working 2 sc
in each hole (one on either side of the yarn strands) to the end of the row. (2 sts per row hole/mesh row of piece).
(sc, ch 1, sc) in the first st of the beginning row of the piece. Sc in each st across until 1 st remains, (sc, ch 1, sc) in
the last st.
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Working across the second edge of the piece, sc in the first hole before the woven chain and sc in the first hole
after the same chain. Repeat this for each hole to the end of the edge. Ch 1, sl st in first st of the round to join.
Finish off and weave in ends.
Tying the tassels: grab all of the yarn tails for one tassel. Wrap the yarn tails around your finger, pull the ends
through the loops and snug against the edge of the piece. Flatten out the tassels and give them a trim so they are
even.

Projects

If you would like to make a pillow or bag, Follow the directions for making any of the projects above. Make two
pieces and finish the edging, even if you want to add the tassels. Place the pieces wrong sides together and pin
the sides together if needed. With matching yarn, sew 3-4 sides together (3 for a bag, 4 for a pillow), just inside
the edging round. Stuff the pillow or insert a pillow form before sewing the final side. For the bag, add your
favorite handle (or follow the instructions before) to the top edge.
Handle (optional - make 1)
As written, the handle is 32” long when complete. Adjust beginning chain for length if desired.
1. With an I hook and 2 strands of yarn, ch 111, sc in the 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across. (110sts)
2-4. Ch 1, turn, sc in same st to end of row.
Finish off and weave in ends. With matching yarn, use a yarn needle to sew each end of the handle to the inside
edges of the gusset, overlapping approximately 2”.
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